





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Improving Writing Skills in Primary Semiar
MOTOHIRO MIURA
School of Social Information Studies, Otsuma Women’s University
Abstract
In Japanese, the written language differs greatly from the spoken one. While children
learn spoken language without any formal training, certain exercises are necessary in or-
der to acquire proper writing skills. It is regrettable that the importance of writing is not
emphasized in the Japanese educational system. In our Freshman Primary Seminar
class, students frequently use expressions that are too colloquial, making errors in punc-
tuation and sentence structure. These errors occur because students have not received
enough training in essay writing throughout their elementary and higher education. This
problem can be overcome if students are instructed to write essays on various current
topics and are then taught to proofread them over and over again. Utilizing such writing
exercises should improve students’ writing skills in a relatively short period of time. The
following are excerpts from our seminar notes.
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